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INTRODUCTION
This chapter forecasts transportation energy demand, for both the U.S. anc California, for the next 20 years. Our guiding principle has been to concentratõ ur efforts on the most important segments of the market. We therefore provide detailed projections for gasoline (58 % of California transportation energy Bĩ n 1988), jet fueI (17%), distillate (diesel) fuel (13%), and residual bunker) fuel (10%). We ignore the remaining 2%--natural gas, aviation gasoIine, liquefied petroleum gas, lubricants, and electricity. Although we discuss prospects for the use of altematlve fuels such as methanoI and natural gas, we do not believe that these will be significant factors in the next 20 years. Table  2 -1 gives an overview of transportation energy use in California and the U.S Our forecasting methodology is based on the principle that predictions should not depend on variables that are themselves difficult to predict; for example, a forecast that uses relative fuel prices as a key component is of little use if it is not possible to determine accurately the relative fuel prices The resulting models are therefore quite simple: they depend only on such factors as demo-
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For expository purposes we do use forecast values ofU.S GNP m our jet fuel model, but the resulting forecasts are very similar to those from a simple time series model with a time trend. graphacs, time trends, and alrplane scrappage patterns 1 Although our proJec t.ions do not exphcztly model some factors, (e g., the effec~ of tightened vehJc!ẽ mission standards, alrcraft noise restrmtIons, fuel prices, and congestion), we do take them into account to the extent that these facto~ were present, anc changing, in data from our modeI-calibratlon permds Our predictions are that jet and dmsei fuel demand wili grow at siightly lower than current rates. Gasoline demand wIiI grow at a much slower tare because vebacle ownership is becoming saturated We are unabIe to forecast residuai fuel demand, but it is irrelevant for energy pohcy since there will be a surplus of residual fuel in Califorma for the foreseeable future. Overall, we predict that transportation petroleum demand will grow considerably more slowly than during the last 20 years in both California and the U.S. This suggests that rapid conversion to alternative fuels cannot be justified by demand pressures.
GASOLENE

Introduction
This section projects gasoline consumption through the year 2010. We begb. by projecting vehicie miles traveled (VMT), then convert this to fuel consumption using estimated average fleet miles per gallon (MPG). The VMT projection based entirely on demographic variables: size of population age cohorts, over time; the age-based pattern of drivers' hcenses, over time; and the age-based pattern of yearly VMT. At each stage, the variables are split by sex. Thus the projection met,hod depends upon age-based and sex-based driving patterns. We will dtscuss the data m more detail below, but the conclusion is that we expect them to be relatzvely rehable.
Once we have VMT projectmns, we convert VMT to fuel consumpUon via forecasts of MPG provided by two different sources° one assumes that CAPE For expository purposes we do use forecast values ofU S GNP m our jet fuel model, but the, resulting forecasts are very similar to those from a swaple tlme series model with a time trend Except where otherwme noted, Cahfomia data come from the State Energy Data Report, 1960 Report, -1988 , pubhshed by the U.S. Department of Energy Energy, InformaUon Admimstrafion. U.S. data come from Davis (199I) , various edltaons of the National Personal Transportation Survey, and from Hzghvoay Stansnes, published by the Federal Highway Admimstratmn (the congressionally mandated Corporate Average Fuel Economy standard. will remain unchanged; the other assumes that CAFE w11l rlse from its curreJ value of 27.5 MPG to 40 MPG by the year 2000 Our projectlons show tt" following results:
(I) U.S population grows at 0 61% per year through the year 20t0 Cal fornla population grows at 1 18% per year. (2) U.S. VMT will grow at 1.94 C, per year through the year 2010 Cahforrda VMT will grow at 2 62% per yea (3) If CAFE remains unchanged, fuel consumption will grow at 1.66 % per ye2 for the U.S., and 2.31% for CaIifomiao (4) If CAFE standards are raised, fuc consumption will grow at 1.14% per year for the U.S., and 1 81% for Cab fornia.
Fuel consumption grows faster in California than in the U.S., but the culprJ is faster popuIation growth, not faster travel growth; California is still receivin: significant immigration. The large difference in fuel-economy standards pro duces relatively little difference in fuet consumption, the reason is that CA only affects new cars and it takes a long time for the existing fleet to turn ove]
Basic Demographic Considerations
We begin by focusing on the remarkable changes m automobile availabilit 2 that have occurred since World War II. In 1946 one might have spoken of th" family car" because there was approximateIy one car per household, and th< family's many potential drivers competed for its use. But given the increase u personal income since then, and the high utility for personal mobility, familie bought more and more vehicles until today we have approximately one vehiclf or every potential driver. The rapid growth in the vehicle/population ratio meant that VMT, fuel consumption, arid congestion all grew faster than the population.
Figure 2-i shows the overall story" disproportionate growth of the vehicle population. The upper curve shows the size of the driving-age population The lower curve shows the size of the personal-use veb.Jcle fleet. Vehicles have been increasing 2.9 times faster than the population of potential drivers since 1960, and the number of licensed drivers has increased even faster.
Two demographic factors caused drivers' licenses to increase much faster than the population. First, a major fraction of the population, the babyboomers, reached driving age during the 1960s and 1970s Second, the enormous growth in women workers produced a disproportionate growth in wome drivers In i947, women were only 27% of the total Iabor force, by 1988, the were 45% of the total labor force. But the age-transmon of the baby-boomei has flmshed, and the growth m women's labor force participation has abot reached ~ts peak Looking at the ratio of women workers to the total labor force ahnost all the growth in ttus ratio occurred in the early period, it grew by 209 during the decade of the 1970s, but onIy 5% during the 1980s. And the U.S Bureau of Labor Statistics predicts it will grow by only 2 percentage point: during the 1990s (Fullerton, 1989) . That is, the effects of these two demo graphic factors on the growth in demand for auto travel is about completed.
We have come tlu-ough an era that produced remarkable increases ir vehicle ownership and use. There wilI be no such changes m the future--we have nearly run these ratios to their iin-nts. Vehtcle ownership is close to saturation and the era of disproportionate growth is over 
Projecting the Number of Licensed Drivers
The key series reqmred to project VMT is the number of licensed drivers. We project hcenses for each age/sex cohort: age cohorts are m 5-year intervals, and men and women are projected separateiy; thus a typical cohort might be women age 40-44. The projection requires two things: first, the number of people in each age/sex cohort, up to the year 20!0, and second, the proportion of each age/sex cohort that is licensed. Population figures come from the U.S. Bureau of the Census. We make our own forecast of the proportion of ticensed drivers in each cohort.
The proportion of the driving age population that is licensed has been growing steadily for as long as we have had automobiles, and is now near the point where almost everyone is Iicensed. Of the entire U.S. population age 15 and older: 91% of men are licensed and 79% of women are licensed, which means 85% of all the population above age 15 is Licensed. Thus, a projection of the future proportion of Licensed drivers has Little scope for uncertainty: we are already at 85% and the theoretical ceiling is below 100%, since we must exclude 15-year-olds and the very old. , we can see that the proportion of Licensed women has grown remarkably--the female age distribution curve seems to be converging on a distribution similar to the male curve. Table 2 -2 give the detain for projecting the licensing pattern to the year 2010. Part A of the tabte shows the existing age/sex licensing pattern. 2 Part B uses simple cohort aging to project Licensing patterns for future years: we assume that once licensed, a person will remain Licensed. Part C then fills in the missing triangle by assuming that the licensed proportion of each successive new genera tion will increase by 2 % per 5-year period. Finally, to allow for the effect of extreme age on the Licensing rate, we project changes in the 70+ cohort based on half the percentage difference between the 70+ cohort and the The 56.5% figure for young males applies to the entire 15-to-19-year-old cohort (the cohort used in the Census population data). The proportmn of 16-to-19-year-olds who are hcensed will be about 71%.
65-69 cohort, 5 years earlier). We used a saturation Ira-at of 100% for males and 95 % for females
Projecting
VMT and Fuel-consumption Table 2 -3 shows the process for projecting U S total VMT and fuel consumption over the next 20 years, Part A shows projecaons of populanon size by age/sex cohorts These projections come from U.S Bureau of the Census Series P-17 The projection task m particuIarly simple in this case because they are projecting the population 15 and older, over the next 20 years, essentially all these people have already been born. They do have to project and add in immigration, but the effect on the total U.S. population will not be large because at this stage in our history growth comes mostiy from births rather than immigration.
Part B repeats the drivers' license projections developed in Table 2 -2. Part C shows the amount of driving by a rypicatperson in each age/sex cohort. The Age-Cohorts Part D shows the rural VMT per age/sex cohort, m bfllions of miles per year It is the product of the first three mamces, A x B x C (number of people per cohort) x (propomon of the cohort that is hcensed) x (VMT per driver given age/sex characteristics) Part E gives the aggregate totals by forecast year To convert VMT into furl-consumption, we need a fuel-efficiency forecast. We use two alternative forecasts, one by Darnel Santmi at the U.S. Depa~*-ment of Energy's Argonne National Laboratory, and one by the California Department of Transportation (Lynch and Lee, 1989) .
The CalTrans projections assume stable fuel prices and no change in fire federally mandated CAFE (Corporate Average Fuel Efficiency) standards that govern fuel efficiency. Despite this, the CalTrans model projects a 13% increase in average MPG of the auto fleet by the year 2010 because older autos are gradually being replaced by new ones. Similarly, CalTrans projects an 85% increase in the average MPG of Light trucks by 2010. Heavy truck fuel efficie~.-cy is assumed to remain constant. 3
The Santim projections were prepared specifically to examine the impacts of the Bryan bill now in Congress: it would mandate that CAFE be raised to 40 MPG by the year 2000, from the current level of 27.5 MPG Santini assumes that these mandated CAPE standards are implemented. However, to the extent that the resultant new cars are less desirable to consumers--less powerful, smaller, more expensive--it will influence the number of new cars that are. bought. Thus fleet turnover wilI be strongly affected because some people will keep their old cars longer. Santini incorporates these turnover effects and computes the expected average fleet MPG over time Since 76% of light trucks are'. used for personal travel, he includes these in his projections as weil. He estimates the fuel efficiency of the combined personal truck and auto fleet as 19.7
Fuel costs are a significant proportion of operating costs for corranercml trucks (m eontra~t to personal vehicles), hence commercial truckers have had very strong incentives to improve, fuel efficmney since the first OPEC oil crises in 1973. CalTrans assumes that there is no room for further significant mer~ in the fuel efficiency of heavy trucks MPG in 1990 and projects that this wilt rise to 26 0 MPG in 2010, a 32% in provement (These are actual, on the road, MPG figures Part F shows the resultant fuel efflcmneies for the total vehicle fleet (pe sonal-use vehicles and heavy trucks), using both the CalTrans and the Santll projections The small difference between the two projections, 19.2 versus 17 MPG in 2010, may seem surprising. The explanation is simply that cars al ong-lived goods; it takes a very long time for the effiment new cars to replac all of the existing fleet Part G multiplies the fuel-efficiency projections from matrix F by the VM projections of matrix E, to produce forecasts of total fuel consumption for th United States for the period 1990 to 2010.
Finally, Part IK summarizes all the results, and puts them into perspectiv by comparing the changes in the important basic constatuents. Over the next 2 years, our United States projections show:
(1) Drivers' licenses wilI grow shghtly faster than the population becaus the transition to a fully licensed population is still going on; but that transifio is nearly finished: compare the 1.12 % projection with the 3.03 % annual growt rate from 1950 through 1980. (2) VMT will ~ow at 1.94% per year, compare, to the 4 62% arm.ual growth rate for the 1950 to 1980 period. (3) Gasoline con sumption will grow in the 1.14 to 1.66% range, depending upon the assump tions one makes about CAFE. Compare this to the 4.7% growth rate from 195q through I973.
That is, we expect a very substantial drop in the growth trends that hay, caused so much concern to environmentalists and conservationists.
We follow exactly the same process to make projections for California, bu use California's own population structure and driving patterns. Table 2-4 show.' the results and compares them to the U.S. projections. It is important to notict hat California's faster growth of VMT and fuel consumption stem from itf aster population growth.
Possible Influence of Public Transportation
Might increased use of public transit affect these projections? The answer i., "no." Furthemaore, this gloomy statement can be made with a high degree ot certainty. Two main factors tead to the conclusion, and they are independent ot each other; either is sufficient, by itself. First, there is little difference in energy efficiency between autos and pubhc transit Second, there are strong reasons to beheve that it is lmposstble to lure a significant number of drivers onto transLt Comparative Energy Efficiency.
It may come as a surprise that there is httle difference m Bm per passenger-male between transit and automobiles TI-Le differences m energy efficiency were never very large in the first place, and federal pohcy over the past 20 years has greatly reduced the gap To begin with, federal CAFE standards have almost doubled auto fuel efficiency since I973.
In addition, as an unil~tended consequence of federal actions to increase transit patronage, the energy efficiency of the average transit vehicle has fallen by about 50%. (In order to make buses and trains more attractive--so as to lure drivers out of cars--federai funding encouraged conversion to air conditioned, heavier, more comfortable tranmt vehicies.) Table 2 -5 shows the re.suit of these changes. Caveats: The figures are for vehlcles operating with average load fact( (1) Autos used for thejourney to work have Iower than average Ioad factors, auto energy-efficiency would be decreased about 50% for that portion of at ravel (the journey to work is about 30% of auto VMT). (2) The rail figure the average between energy-efficient old rail systems such as the New Yc subways, and less efficient modem rail systems like BART and the Los a geles Metro.
Conclusion: On balance there is little difference in energy efficiency tween passenger modes. Hence, to save a substantial amount of energy, must divert a very large proportion of auto users onto transit.
The Prospects for Increasing Transit Patronage. Since 1964 the fede Urban Mass Transportation Administration has spent about $60 billion tryi to find some way of luring people out of cars. The money was easily avaitat to pay for almost any conceivable experiment: subsidized fares, free far, newer and more comfortable vehicles, more frequent vehicle schedules, fr refreshments on board, nonstop express schedules, timed transfer systems, e tended operating hours, computerized scheduling, radio communication, ne kinds of schedules, special fares for special groups, free parking at transit st dons, advertising, image improvement campaigns, etc. None of these expe. ments produced significant gains in transit patronage. The federal mon, managed to halt the long-term decline in patronage, but they could not increa it. Transit's share of total travel has declined by more than 51% from 1960 t980; from 12.6% of work trips down to 6.2% of work trips, andwork trips a only about a third of total travel (Pisarski, 1987, p° 48).
Radical new policy measures such as substantial parking fees would iJ crease transit usage for the tin)' proportion of travel involved in commuting large central business districts, but the effect on the overall volume of trav would be barely measurable. (1) Although the FA.A collects data for ASM and revenue passenger miles (RPM) for domestic flights, these data are not available for California. There no reason to assume that Califomia represents a constant proportion of the U.S. national figures over a 20-to-30-year period. The FAA national statistics exclude foreign flights, which, given the large number of Pacific Rim flights originathng in CaliforrAa, makes them less useful for detemaipSng California's jet fuel consumption.
(2) The deregulation of domestic airline service in the early 1980s is unique event whose impact cannot be captured well by models based on time series and economic variables. One important feature of deregulation is the growth of the hub-and-spoke system, which greatly hlcreased the number of flights to and from the hub airports as well as load factors on these flights. Of course, dereguIation also lowered fares for most travelers, which also increased demand. The net effect of these changes has been to increase jet fuel consumption while greatIy increasing airline passenger-miles.
(3) From an energy policy perspective, we are not interested in RPM, just energy consumed. Therefore, it is better to forecast jet fuel consumption directly. Of course, for short-haul routes such as Los Angeles-San Francisco, planes compete with automobiles, and if one mode is more energy-efficient, then the cross-elasticity between the modes may be h-nportant. However, Table 2 -5 shows that the energy efficiency of the two modes was almost equal. Note that airliner efficiency increased twice as fast as other modes and should equal auto efficiency in the near future.
For these reasons, we have developed a direct forecasting model for jet fuel consumption, which depends on U.S. GNP and aircraft efficiency. This model is fully &scussed m a later section Although our projections include all I military uses of jet fuel, we will discuss only airhne passenger demand. T] are some cargo-only flights, but these are a tiny fractlon of scheduled air flights Most air cargo is-still carried m the baggage compartments of passe airlines Although it would be interesting to compare California domestic international airhne fuel demand, we were unable to find any data sources quantifying this sptit. Unlike passenger automobile demand, per capita ak demand is not saturated and thus not limited by population growth.
Policy Issues
As opposed to the situation with automobiles, California has little scope policy intervention to change jet fuel consumption. Federal law prohibits dl state regulation, and new federal laws have also limited adding new noiss trictions on airport operations. These noise restrictions force airlines to newer, and generally more fuel-efficient, planes. In the longer run, Califc can attempt to block airport construction or expansion, which will eventr estrict the growth of jet fuel consumption. In the shorter run, the main res fion on airline growth is lack of capacity in the air traffic control system, w. is managed by the federal government. One CaIifomia airport, Orange Cot also has binding constraints on the number of takeoffs as a resuIt of noise tro! litigation." adrports generate many costs and benefits, and these features will air eertainIy dominate any fuel-consumption considerations. The main costs noise and local traffic congestion. Balancing these are the obvious benefi businesses of proximity to airports. To minimize jet fuel consumption, the policy would be to lh~,._it smalt airports and build very large airports with 1 ground transport feeder networks These large airports would allow the us larger pianos with higher load factors, which would in turn increase airline efficiency. Of course, the direct mad indirect costs of creating mega-airl; will almost certainly swamp these fuel efficiency benefits.
The easiest way to increase airline fuel efficiency is to increase the nun of passengers per plane, or load factor. The development of the hub-and-sf system during the 1980s was primarily motivated by airlines' desires tc crease 1cad factors, and they succeeded in increasing them from 55% in mid-1970s to 63% in 1989. Further expansion of hub-and-spoke systerr limited by congestion at key hub airports. Except for small hubs at San Frar co (Ur,~tted) and San Jose (American), geography dictates that Cah%rnla be on the spokes of major national networks HlstoncalIy, San Francisco an Los Angeles have served as transfer and refuehng stops for trans-Paciflc a. travel. While this wilt no doubt continue for the foreseeable future, new lon 8 range aircraft wiI1 permit nonstop flights from the Far East to Midwestern hu cities It is therefore not clear that CaIifornia will be mvotved in atl the pro jected growth m Paclfic Rim air travel Since a substantial pomon of Califorma air travel is on the Los AngelesSan Francisco corridor, it is conceivable that an ultra high-speed raii link wouk substantially reduce jet fuei consumption. Since there have not been any ser ious proposals for such service, it is safe to say that such a system will not bc operational during the 20-year forecasting period.
Forecasting Model
We base our forecasts for jet fuel consumption on a simple linear regression model relating the log of consumption to the log of fuel efficiency (measured as ASM per gallon of jet fuel averaged over the fleet; from Greene, 1990 ) and the log of U.S. GNP. Although the fuel efficiency variable might appear to be purely a technoIogicaI variable, it also measures the speed of repiacement of old jets. The decision to replace an old, fuel-inefficient jet is strongly determined by fuel prices and demand.
Our model accounts for the urnque nature of the mid-1980s period, the result of aMine deregulation, by excluding observations between 1984 and 1988 while calibrating our model. We are therefore assuming that the relationships between fl~e variables in our model will be the same m the forecast period (1989-2010) as in 1970-1984. It is important to note that our calibration period includes wide variatlon in GNP, jet fuel consumption, jet efficiency, and fuel prices. Our model does not exphcitly consider the effects of increasing fueI prices and incomes because these items are very difficult to determine. Of course, income is strongly related to ONP, which is included in our model. Figure 2 -3 shows jet fuel consumption for Cahfomia and the U.S. California's higher rate of increase in the 1980s may be due to the increase in travel between the U.S. and the Pacific Rim. A large fraction of this travel involves jet fueI purchases in California. Comparison of figures 2-3 and 2-4 show that the number of passengers camed by domestic amines has grown much faster than fuel consumption, due to the large increase in fleet fuel efficiency (Figure 2-5) over the period Note that Figure 2 -5 shows only the fuel effmiency due to thũ se of newer, more fuel-efficient aircraft. Another way to carry more passen gets without using more fuel is to increase load factors, which is one of thm ain effects of airhne deregulation Our forecasting model for Califomaa is given by:
Jog(billion gallons of jet fuel) 13.6 -.8 x log of fuel efftcJency + .86 x BUSCYC + .033 x Time (R 2 = .56)
where we have decomposed the logarithm of U.S. GNP into a ttme trend (Time) and a pure business cycle measure (BUSCYC), and fuel efficiency ASM per gallon of jet fuel averaged over the U.S. jet fleet. Tins mddel is estimated over 1970 to 1984, and all of the coefficient estimates are significant at the 10% level. Holding efficiency and business cycle effects constant, the model predicts a 3% annum growth in Cahfomia jet fuel demand. HotdinG N-£ and time constant, a 1% increase in jet fleet fuel efficiency is associated with a 0.8 % drop in jet fuel consumption. A similar forecasting model for the U.S is given by:
log(10 billion gaflons of jet fuel) 9.1 -log of fuel efficiency + .45 x BUSCYC + .047 x -[]me (R 2 = .70)
Relative to California, the U.S model shows a higher time trend and slightly higher sensitivity to fuel efficiency. Assuming that U.S. GNP and fuel efficiency are known, both of these models give accurate predictions. For example, the forecast jet fuel consumptmn for the year 2000 will be between plus and minus 15% of the forecast value with 90% probability.
To determine future fuel consumption from this model, we need projections for the independent variables, U.So GNP and jet fuel efficiency. For 1990-2000 we used the FA.A forecasts for GNP, which are based on a consensus forecast from Wharton and DRI. For 2001-2010 we used our own projections derived from regressing the tog of GNP on time. The resulting series has real GNP growing at a 2.6% rate over the period 1970-2010. For fuel efficiency, we used two scenarios from Greene (1990) . The base case assumes no retrofitting (primarily new engines) and no "new generation" aircraft through 2010. Efficiency improvements still occur in the base case due to retirement of old, inefficient aircraft that are replaced by more efficient current models. The efficient scenario assumes new generation aircraft available m 2000 together with accelerated scrappage and retrofitting of old planes. Greene views these cases as extremes bracketing the likely actual values.
To account for the unique 1984-1988 deregulation period, we produce forecasts for i985-2010, and adjust aI1 the figures upward so that the forecast equa!s the actual value for the last year of real data, 1988. This adjustment results in a 4% upward adjustment of our forecast values This method treats the 1984--1988 increase in amine passenger and fuel demand as a unique event, caused by lower deregulated airfares and the switch to hub-and-spoke domestic networks. We are therefore assuming that for the next 20 years the Mafionship between amine fuel demand, GN-P, and airplane efficiency will follow the same patterns as in [1970] [1971] [1972] [1973] [1974] [1975] [1976] [1977] [1978] [1979] [1980] [1981] [1982] [1983] [1984] . Since the 1970-1984 period mcl~ades wide changes L'a business cycles and fuel prices, our forecasts should be valid as long as future variation in these variables is not much greater than in the 1970-1984 cahbrafion period.
The projections (Figure 2-6 ) for the two &fferent rue1 efficiency scenario: do not differ significantly until 2000, wlth both showing a 25 % increase ja Cahforma .let fuel consumpUon over the 1988 base year For the 200i-201( period, however, the forecasts diverge The base case shows a continued 20% increase, while the efficient case shows only a 5 % increase. Which of these ~ wc scenarios is more likely depends largely on fuel prices. The faster jet fuel prices increase significantly, the more likely it is that jet fleet fuel efficiency will follow the efficient scenano. F:gure 2-7 shows forecasts for U.S jet fuel consumption using the same methods These forecasts are similar to Califomia's, except that U.S jet fuel consumption is predicted to grow at a shghfly faster rate.
Conclusions
California jet fuel consumption will rise by approximately 25% during the 1989-2000 period, followed by a slower increase in 2001-2010. Key factors affecting jet fuel consumption are U.S. GNP, fuel prices, and aircraft fuel efflclency. There are no reasonable policies California can pursue to significantly alter these factors. In the short run, Ca!ifomia has Imnted scope for changing other factors such as airport congestion and arrcraft noise Iimitations because these are largely regulated by the federal government. In the very long run (more than 20 years), policies that shift passengers in the Los Angeles-San Francisco Bay Area corridor to surface modes w:ll reduce California jet fuel consumption, but it is not clear that flus wilI reduce total energy consumption.
DISTILLATE FUEL Introduction
Distillate fuel for transportation use is primarily diesel fuel used for trucks, railroads, and sh:ps. Distillate fuel accounts for 13% of the transportation Btus in California for 1988 and 20% in the U.S. In 1981, the last year for which dat~L for California are available, 14% of distillate fuel was used by the mihtary., 18% by railroads, 5% by ships, and 63% for on-highway use. There are no statistics for the breakdown of on-highway use for California, but for the U S. in 1981, trucks consumed 90% of on-highway distillate fuel, cars 5% and buses the remaining 5%. By 1988 these U.S. breakdowns remained the same, except that rail's share declined to 10% and on-highway share h:creased to 67%. Given the disparate transportanon uses for dmtlllate fuels and the lack, detailed Californla data on the separate uses, we will use a rumple tune senm odei to generate our forecasts. Note that the large majority (97%) of dlstJlla' (diesel) fuel is used to haul freight, wlth trucks, raii, and sNps all competing business. Wtfile tracks and rail are ahnost totally fueled by diesel, atl but th smallest ships are fueled by residual fuel oil, wib~ch m discussed m the ne> section of this report Diesel fuel has also been a competitor with gasoline as fuel for cars and light mucks. TNs tradeoff ",'111 be dmcussed further in the pol icy discussion below, but it appears that emission Iunits on cars and hght truclc will limit diesel use for these vehicles Since our forecasts are based on the assumption that California dmtillatf uel consumption will continue to fo!low the same historical trends as in the 1964-1988 period, the next subsection will concentrate on evaluating policlet hat might invalidate this key assumption. The last subsection will present the forecasting model and its results.
Policy Issues
Although there have not been any suggestions that a new generation of fuelefficient diesel engines is emerging, there has been considerable policy inteIest in reducing emissions from diesel trucks and buses The recent federal cIean air act mandates reductions in particulate and other diesel emissions beginning m 1994. One of the more popuiar tecbmologms for reducing diesel emissions, especially for urban transit buses, is to convert the engines to run on methanol Of course, if there are many such conversions then our projections for future diesel fuel consumption wili be too high. Although there does appear to be some evidence that either pure or 85 % methanol mixtures wilI yield substantial ozone reductions for gasotine engines (Walls and Krupnik, 1990) , the evidence methanol's abihty to reduce dmsel emissions is mixed.
There have been a number of trials with standard tranmt buses converted to run on methanol, and the Southern California Rapid Tranmt District (SCRTD) in Los Angeles has just begun testing of transit buses with diesel engines specially designed to run on methanol. The results of the earlier tests are summarized in Santini and Rajan (1990) . Small (1988) and Small and Frederick (!989) perform cost-effectiveness and cost-benefit studies for methanol buses and particulate traps. Although constant-speed dynamometer tests show substantial emission reductions, later tests under more realistic stop-and-go condI-tions show no decrease m ermssions Methanol with a platinum catalyst can reduce particulate and hydrocarbon emissions, but it does not sigmficantly decrease m~'ogen oxides (NOx) . Worse yet, methanol buses err.it much higher levels of formaldehyde. Even if ermssions are reduced, there are still unknown additional costs associated with increased maintenance and reliability problems relative to standard diesel engines.
Given the reality of the 1994 etmssion controls, diesel manufacturers are actively pursuing other technologies for meeting the standards. According to Metro Magazine, July/August 1989, Volvo and Iveco have both produced prototype combination particulate traps and catalytic converters, which allow current diesel engines to meet the 1994 standards. Detroit Diesel, a major American manufacturer, is also developing particu!ate traps to be tested on New York City buses. Although the reliability of these systems is umlmown, the fact that they can be added to existing engines suggests that the overall vehicle will be more reliable than new methanol diesels. Manufacturers claim that these particulate traps do not affect engine performance or fuel efficiency. If this is true, then adoption of these particulate traps will also not affect our forecasts. The main effect of these traps will be to raise the capital costs of buses and tracks, which in turn will tend to make their operators less sensitive to fuel price changes.
Another possi'bility, currently being tested in Sweden, is to add steps to the refinery process to clean up diesel fuel. Preliminary results suggest that this clean, low-sulfur fuel combined with standard catalytic converters can also meet emission standards. This technology wilI, of course, increase the price of diesel fuel, which would tend to make our figures too high Cleaning up fuel, which is mandated for gasoline by i995 in the new clean air act, is an appealing policy because it reduces emissions from ali vehicles, not just new ones. Smatl and Frederick (1989) find that although adoption of methanol buses can lead tugher emission reductions, the per umt costs of these reductions are much higher than with cleaner fuel or particulate traps. Their analysis ignores the potentaally high maintenance and reliability costs associated with new methanol diesel engines.
Economic efficiency strongly suggests that it is better to set standards and let the marketplace choose the best technology rather than dictate which technology to use. California's policies have promoted methanol as a partial solu-tion to air quahty problems Our review of the current tectmotogies suggest tha methanol may be a costly choice for cleamng up dieseI engines Another policy issue that has received less recent attennon ~s the coml~ett. tion between surface frelght modes For the U.S in 1988, average truck flee1 efficiency was 3460 Btu per ton-retie while water used only 36i Btu per tonrmle and rail 434 Btu per ton-mile Therefore, If one Is interested only in reducing transportation energy use, it Is best to shift freight from trucks to either rail or water. Unfortunately, the deregulauon of the trucking industry in the late I970s lowered the relative price of truck transport and therefore increased diesel fuel consumption (Winston, Corsi, Grimm, and Evans, 1990) If the only objective is to reduce fuel consumpnon, then the efficient soiution to this problem is to deregulate rail and charge truckers the full costs of providing the [nterstate highway system services. This solutmn is clearly infeasible with current fuel prices, but if it occurred, diesel consumption would be reduced relative to our forecasts. Another option is to subsidize rail service, but W'mston shows that the required subsidy levels are pohtically unrealistic. If domestic water shippers were forced to compete on the same "'level playing field" basis (paying full costs for channel dredging and port facilities), then they would probably lose business to rail.
There was a large increase in diesel car and Iight truck sales in the years immediately foiIowing the 1979 oil price shock. The reason for the popularRy of diesel in this period can be seen in Figure 2 -8, which shows the price of diesel fuel and unleaded regular gasoline. When. the price of unleaded gas dropped in 1984, sales of diesel cars rapidly dropped to ahnost zero. Even if equivalently large price differences develop in the future, it is unlikely tl~t there will be a resurgence of diesel vehicle purchases because of their difficulty in meeting emmsion standards Air quahty concerns have led to the consideration of compressed natural gas (CNG) as a fuel for cars and light trucks. Although CNG defimtely reduces emmsions, high distribution costs make it unlikely to be used for anything other than centrally fueled fleets in the near future.
Forecasting Model
Since most diesel fuel is used for hauling freight, and since freight movement should be cIosely related to economic activity, we begin with a si~nple model One difficulty with using the above model is that it requires good predictions for California GSR We were unable to find a long enough consistent series to generate such a forecast, so "we then tried replacing California GSP with U.S. GNP This model did not fit as well as an even sm-lpler time series model relating LCADIF to a l-year lagged value. Our actual forecasts are generated from this model fit over the perlod , and they are shown in Figure 2 -11 along with similar forecasts for the entire U.S. These figures show a 13% growth in California over the I990-2000 period, followed by 8% growth over the 2000-2010 decade Because the last year of data, 1988, corresponded to unusually high distillate fuel consumption, the level of our forecasts is probably high. U.S. distillate fuel use has been more stable, and our projections show slightly higher growth than in California.
Conclusions
We predict continued moderate growth in California distillate fuel consumpt.ion during the next 20 years. Most of the foreseeable reasons why our forecasts could be wrong suggest that they will be too high. Nevertheless, the scenarios leading to significant reduction in diesel fuel consumption are not likely to occur, especially during the 1990-2000 period. The largest unknown factors are future fuel prices and future technology for reducing diesel emissions. have a strong Incentive to look hard for the lowest fuel price The amount of bunker fuel sold out of Califorma will therefore be extremely sensitive to relative prices between California and alternaUve ports, wt-uch accounts for the large swings m Figure 2 -12. Note that since a large fracuon of Cahfomia shipping is from Asia or through the Panama Canal, the set of alternative ports includes atmost the entire world. It is also possible for a ship to take on enough fuel in Indonesia (or California, ff cheaper) for a round-trip journey across the Paclfic.
From an energy policy perspective, none of this matters very much because California has a large surplus of bunker fuel, which will last for many years California crude oil is very heavy, while California demand is for products, such as gasoline, more easily refined from light crude. With current refining technology, much of a typical barrel of California crude cannot be used in Califomia. Depending on relative prices, this surplus is either shipped east or sold as bunker fuel at California ports. Therefore California will have more than enough bunker fuei available at world prices to service the West Coast shipping trade, which is a small fraction of sl~pping tttrough our ports.
California refiners would iike to reduce this surplus by modifying their refineries to get more profitable gasoline out of a barrel of California crude oil. The current technology for doing this, called "cokers," also increases air pollutant emissions from these refineries. Therefore, unless some new technology emerges soon, it is unlikely that air quality standards wilt allow much reduction m California's residual fuel surplus.
Since there is no energy policy reason to care about California residual fuel demand, we have not produced any numericaI forecasts.
